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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of intrinsic turbulence arises from the theory of statistical 
solutions to differential equations developed by C. Foias [7]. The idea is 
as follows: suppose that we have a differential equation (E) governing the 
time evolution of a vector y(t) (t 2 0) in a vector space V. In the case of 
PDEs V could be an infinite dimensional space such as L2( R”). Normally 
we would seek solutions to (E), given a prescribed initial vector y,, with 
the requirement hat y(O) = y,. Foias’ idea was to investigate the evolution 
of the system given an initial probability distribution for the initial condi- 
tion y,, i.e., a probability measure p0 on V. Foias developed an equation 
(FE), derived from (E), that governs the evolution of a measure p, on V 
(t 2 0), and encapsulates the idea that (for A c I’) 
P,(A) = KJ4t) E -4). 
The equation (FE) is the Foius equation and has an explicit form depending 
on that of (E). With this set up intrinsic turbulence is said to take place if 
we have a solution p, of (FE), with p0 a Dirac measure (corresponding to 
a single initial vector yO) and with CL, non-Dirac for some time t>O. The 
existence of intrinsic turbulence is a question of great interest for equations 
such as the Navier-Stokes or Euler equations. In the paper [S] Illner and 
Wick provide a method for constructing statistical solutions for an equa- 
tion having non-unique solutions, from which it is easy to obtain examples 
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of intrinsic turbulence. (In the Appendix we sketch a short nonstandard 
proof of a result of the same sort.) 
In this paper we discuss a very simple equation (with V= [w) that has 
unique solutions and show how, with the aid of nonstandard analysis, we 
can produce a candidate for intrinsic turbulence. The essence is to use non- 
standard analysis to rescale time at the point of turbulence, so that we have 
a much finer picture of what is happening to the measure ~1, as it becomes 
non-Dirac. The Loeb measure provides a standard measure on the finer 
time scale with which we can describe the evolution in a standard way. 
We will assume knowledge of the basics of nonstandard analysis (see [6] 
or [9], for example) and Loeb measure in particular. We use the notation 
x < y (for x, y E *W) to mean y - x is positive infinite; the galaxy of x is the 
set gal(x) = { y : x-y is finite}. The standard notation we use for sets 
related to [w is 
W=Ru{fco} 
R+=(xER:X>O}; w+=R+u{co} 
lR”o={x6R:x>o); R-z R”Ou {co}. 
The authors thank Professor Sergio Albeverio for his kind hospitality 
during a short visit to the Ruhr Universitat, Bochum, when this research 
was begun. 
2. THE EQUATION 
We consider the equation 
$= u(t) Y(l) (O<t<l) (El 
with initial condition y(O) = y. E IF!. We suppose that a(l) > 0 and that there 
is a singularity at time t = 1 in the following sense. 
Let b(t) = jh a(s) ds. We suppose that 
(i) b(t)cco for t-c 1 
(ii) b( 1) = co. 
Clearly this equation has a unique solution on [0, l[ given by 
y(t) = y. ev W (t-= 1) 
= S,(YO~~ say. 
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It “blows up” at time 1 (unless y,= 0). If y, = 0 we have the solution 
y(t) =0 for all tE [0, 11. 
Turning now to statistical solutions, in this simple example we naturally 
have, given an initial distribution p0 for y,, 
M)=mJ(t)EA) 
= ~(~tbd E A) 
= KJkl~ F’(4) 
= PoW(4). 
From this it is easy to derive the Foias equation: consider a smooth test 
function cp: 08 + R with rp and cp’ having compact support; then we have 
= j-R -$ CP(WY)) 6,(y) (putting x = S,( y )) 
= s Iw cp’(W~)) 1 ( Y&o(y) 
= s cp’(S,(~)) S,(Y) a t) h,(y), Iw 
i.e.. 
v(x) 44x) = JR cp’(x) x4t) &L,(x). 
We say that a family of measures pz, t E (0, l), satisfies the Foias equation 
with initial measure p,, if 
s cp(x) &t-j cp(x) dpo =j-i jcp’b) ~4s) d/-4x) ds (FE) 
holds for all test functions cp, that is, for all bounded, differentiable, 
functions with derivatives with compact support. 
It is easy to show that we have the uniqueness property for the solutions 
of (FE) with the same initial measure p,,. For completeness of exposition 
we give a proof based on the proof of Theorem 1 in [7, pp. 313-3221, 
where only time independent coefficients are considered. 
We shall need the following lemma whose proof is rather technical and 
we omit it (see [7, Lemmas 5 and 6, pp. 273-2831, and also [4]). 
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2.1. LEMMA. A family of measures pL, is a solution to the Foias equation 
(FE) if and only if 
j- ti(t, xl &(x)-j W-h x) &o(x) 
holds for all bounded @: [0, w ] x R’ + R! of class C’ with respect to both 
variables with partial derivatives (which we denote by t+G,, @,) of compact 
support. 
2.2. THEOREM. Zf p*, ,ii, are two solutions of (FE) with p0 = ,&,, then for 
all t, pr = fi,. 
Proof We take any cp E C,(R) and we fix any s E (0,l). For t E [0, s] 
we define a test function 
Il/(t, x) = cp(xeJf”(“)du) 
hence 
; Il/(t, S,x) = 0. 
On the other hand we have 
; Il/(t, Stx) = @At, S x) + @At, &xl -$ s,x 
= tilt& S,x) + $,(t, S,x) a(t) S,x 
for all x. Therefore for each t E (0, s), y E [w we have 
I(/,(t, Y) + ICl,(t, Y) a(t) Y = 0. 
From Lemma 2.1 we get 
j W, Y) d/h) - 1 WA Y) 44y) = 0, 
j W> Y) diL(y) - j W4 Y) My) = 0. 
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It remains only to note that I,/+, y) = q(y) hence 
j V(Y) &s(Y) = 1 V(Y) &S(Y) 
which shows that pL, = fi,, 1 
Remarks. (1) In a similar way we can prove the uniqueness of statisti- 
cal solutions for a general ordinary differential equation that has unique 
solutions. Hence, if solutions are unique and exist for all time, intrinsic 
turbulence cannot take place: the unique statistical solution with initial 
measure 6, is By(,) where y(t) is the solution of the differential equation 
with initial value y,. 
(2) Suppose now that pr has a density f(t, x) against Legbesgue 
measure. Then we have the following easy derivation of the density equation 
that was developed in [S] in a much more general setting. From (FE) we 
see that 
cptx)ftt,x)dx 
> 
=I cp’tx)x4t)f(t,x)dx 
R 
= - s [w cpb) a(t) ; (xftt, x)) dx 
(by parts, and since cp has compact support). Since this holds for all such 
cp we obtain the density equation 
g tt, x) = -a(t) & wtt, x)). (DE) 
It is easy to see that this has the explicit solution 
./It, 4 = expt -&I f&4 x expt -b,)). 
Although we do not pursue it here, the standard approach in [S] allows 
any measure p. to be represented by a nonstandard density, and a solution 
of the nonstandard equation (*DE) provides (via the Loeb construction) 
the (standard) solution of (FE). 
3. INTRINSIC TURBULENCE 
The idea now is to provide a liner analysis of solutions to the equations 
(FE) by allowing a richer nonstandard time axis while keeping space 
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standard. This idea is related to that used by Arkeryd [2] in his develop- 
ment of Loeb measure solutions to the Boltzmann equation. 
The first step is to consider the nonstandard version (*E) of (E). This 
has solutions on * [0, 1 [ given by the same formula as above 
~0) = Y, exp 40; t<l, tE*R 
with exp and b(t) meaning *exp and *b(t). These solutions now run all the 
way to times t i 1 with t x 1. Of course we may take y, E *R. 
Take a (nonstandard) solution y to the equation (*E) and consider the 
function ‘y: * [0, 1 [ + W. We think of this as a “standard” function from 
the richer nonstandard time interval *[O, l[ into standard space. The 
richer time line means that we can analyse the behaviour of ‘y near the 
point of explosion t = 1, and we shall see that we have a candidate for 
intrinsic turbulence occurring in this region. 
The next (simple) observation is at the heart of our construction. 
3.1. LEMMA. Given any ZE *R, and t, E *CO, l[ there is a unique (nm- 
standard) solution y(t) of (*E) with y(t,) = z. Zf t, w 1 and z is finite then 
this solution has 
(i) v(t)xOfor t-cl, t $ 1; 
(ii) y(t) isfinite for all t 6 t,. 
Proof: The first part is by transfer of standard theory. In fact 
y(t)=z exp(*b(t)-*b(t,))=exp *b(t)zexp(-*b(t,)). 
Suppose that t 1 N m 1 and z is finite. Then z exp( - *b(t i)) c 0, so y(t) z 0 
when t # 1. For (ii) simply note that exp(*b(t)- *b(t,))< 1 for t< 2,. I 
It is a simple consequence of this lemma that we can have solutions y, 
y, to (*E) with “y(0) = “y,(O) =0 but “y(t) # “yi(t) for some t E *[0, l[. 
We shall exploit this non-uniqueness below. First we look a little more 
closely at the “solutions” of the form ‘y that we have been discussing. 
Suppose that y(t) is a nonstandard solution to the equation (*E) and 
consider the function “y(t): *[O, 1 [ + w as above. The question that arises 
is: In what sense (if any) is ‘y a solution to the original equation? This can 
be answered as follows. 
Make the time change r = *b(t) for tE *[O, l[, so r E *[O, co[. Then 
dz = *u(t) dt and so the equation for the time changed function r(r) = “y(t) 
(where z = *b(t)) should be the resculed equation 
W) 
which we interpret in the sense of the Loeb integral, as follows. 
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3.2. THEOREM. Let y(t) (t E *[O, 1 [) be a nonstandard solution to (*E) 
and define q: *[O, a[ --f R by 
q(z) = “y(*b-‘(z)). 
Then for all a 
~(0) = ~(0) + j; v(z) d,t, WE) 
where the integral on the right is the Loeb integral on *R obtainedfrom the 
*Lebesgue meusure and we allow the values f co on either side of this 
equation. 
Proof: Let j(r) = y( *b-‘(z)) so that q(r) = “j(r). By transfer of 
ordinary calculus we have 
where we have the (internal) *Lebesgue integral. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that y(O) = j(O) 2 0; the case 
p(O) = 0 is trivial, so assume that y(O) > 0. If J(0) is infinite, then both sides 
of (RE) are + co; thus we may assume that j(0) is finite. 
Consider the two cases (i) y(e) is infinite and (ii) p(o) is finite. 
Case (i). j(a) is infinite. Then r~ must be infinite, and for CJ - 1 <z < 0 
we have J(T) = Y(G) exp(z - G) which is infmite. Hence 
so again both sides of (RE) are infinite. 
Case (ii). s(o) is finite. In this case it is necessary to show that y(z) is 
S-integrable (against dLz) on *[0, a]. It is sufficient o make the following 
observations (see [ 1, Remark 3.2.151) 
(1) j(r) is finite on *[O, a] 
(2) J; J(z) dt is finite 
(3) if A c *[O, a] is an internal *Lebesgue set on which jj(r)zO, 
then putting a = *sup A we have j(a) w 0 (by *continuity) and so 
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It is easy to see that all “smooth” solutions of (RE) are provided by 
Theorem 3.2, where we mean smooth in the sense of the following 
definition. 
3.3. DEFINITION. A function q: *[O, co[ -+ w is S-continuous if for all 7, 
given (standard) real E > 0 there is (standard) real 6 > 0 with 
16-7I <E* Iv(a)-rj(7)1 co. 
Clearly, if q is S-continuous, then 0 z 7 implies q(a) = q(7). 
3.4. THEOREM. Let q: * [0, 00 [ + R be an S-continuous Loeb measurable 
function satisfying the equation (RE), with q > 0. Then 
either q(7) = 0 all 7 
or q(7) = cc all 7 
or there is a Dedekind cut (L, R) of *[O, co [ with 
7 E L * gal(r) G L, and 
or there is CI E * [0, co [ and z1 E [w + such that 
0 if 7eci 
v(7) = 21 “exp(r - a) = zi exp( ‘7 - “a) if 7 - ci is finite 
co if ae7. 
Hence, for any a E * [0, co [ and 0 # z E Iw there is a unique S-continuous 
solution q to (RE) with q(a)=z. 
Proof Clearly q is increasing. Suppose that none of the first three 
options holds; then there is tl with 
q(a) = z, E lR+. 
Define a function t(t) for t E [w by 
t(t) = da + t). 
Since q is S-continuous, 5 satisfies 
t(s) = 5(O) + j; 5(t) dt (SE RI, 
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where we have the Lebesgue integral on the right. Hence 
50) = z1 exp(t), 
and so 
tj(a + a) = z1 exp(“a) for finite 0. 
Since 5 is increasing this means that 
as required. 1 
Remark. The condition of S-continuity is essential for Theorem 3.4, as 
illustrated by the following solution of (RE): fix any time a > 0, a ;t 0, and 
ZlER+; take q as in the fourth option in Theorem 3.4 and let 
for z<a or tza 
for r>aandz@a. 
Then q1 solves (RE), but is not S-continuous at a (although rl, has 
qr(r) = ~~(6) whenever  z 0). 
The upshot of Theorem 3.4 is that after resealing time the equation (E) 
is transformed into the equation (RE), which no longer has unique solu- 
tions for the initial condition y, = 0, although there is a kind of uniqueness. 
The time-resealing means that we can now analyse in detail what can 
happen at times t x 1 in the equation (E). For convenience of exposition we 
will restrict attention to solutions taking values in RgBo. 
Let us consider the time-resealed version (RFE) of the Foias equation 
(FE). This is an equation for a time evolving probability measure v,, say, 
for r E *[O, cc [, with v, being a probability on W”‘. It is as follows. For 
any smooth test function cp: R a’ -+ R with cp and cp’ having compact 
support, 
cp(x) dv,(x) = j-R cp’(x) x dv,(x). WE) 
This equation is to be understood as an integral equation on * [0, cc [, with 
respect to the Loeb integral. 
Corresponding to the above results for (RE) we have 
3.5. THEOREM. Let v be a probability measure on R>‘, and let 
ac *[O, a[. 
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(a) There is a solution v, to (RFE) with v,=v; if v({ co})=0 then 
v, = do for all T < a 
(b) v, is uniquely defined for z E gal(a) 
(c) ifv({ca})=O, th en v, is uniquely defined for 7 < a 
(d) if v( (0)) = 0, then v, is uniquely defined for 7 2 CL 
Proof (a) Let v = CP + d6, where ,U is a probability measure on R a’ 
and c+d= 1. Define v, by 
7<a 
7bcY 
for 7 E gal(a), where t = “(7 -a) 
It is routine to check that v, satisfies (RFE); and v, = 6, for 7 4 a if d = 0. 
(b) Let v: be any other solution to (RFE) with v& = v. Clearly vi = vb 
if 7 x 0. Let v:=c,pL,+d,6,, where pd, is a measure on R”‘, and define 
&=A+, for PER. 
Then 1, is a standard family of measures atisfying the Foias equation (FE) 
(with a = 1) and so, by Theorem 2.2 
4 = 1o(S, ‘( . I), with 1,=~. 
Hence CL, is a probability and d, = d for 7 E gal(a). Moreover p7 = 1, where 
t = “(7 - a) and I, = A,(S,‘( . )) = p(S;‘( . )). Hence, for 7 E gal(a), v: = v,. 
(c) Let cp be any test function with q(x) 20 and q’(x) ~0. Then 
from the equation (RFE) we see that 
7 + cp(x) dv:(x) i 
is decreasing as 7 increases. Consider now what happens on gal(a); here we 
know that v’ = v, and as 7 decreases through gal(a), f q(x) dv:(x) increases 
to ccp(0). If v( { co >) = 0, then c = 1 and so s q(x) dv:(x) = ~(0) for all 7 <a. 
This means that vi = do = v, for 7 -g a. 
(d) This is similar to (c); if v({O})=O then vi =v, + 6, as 7 
increases through gal(a). (To be .precise, for each finite m, v,( [0, m]) + 0 
as 7 increases through gal(a).) Hence, for any cp, f q(x) &t(x) + 0 as 7 
increases through gal(a), and hence J q(x) dv: =0 for 7 B a, i.e., 
v:=is, = v, for 7 B a. 1 
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Remark. In contrast to Theorem 3.4, for uniqueness of the equation 
(RFE) (when v is concentrated on R+) it is not necessary to impose any 
condition of S-continuity; this is guaranteed by the equation itself. 
From this theorem we have our simple example of intrinsic turbulence. 
Taking CI infinite and v non-Dirac, we have a solution v, to the time 
changed Foias equation (RFE) with v, = 6, for 0 < t < LY and v, = v is non- 
Dirac. This can be transformed back into a function (p,),, *[,,, 1c by setting 
Pi= v.,(,) and then we have CL,: *[O, l[ + (Probability measures on IfB}, 
satisfying the Foias equation in the sense described, with pLt = 6, for t $ 1 
and pt non-Dirac for some t z 1. 
Remark. Using nonstandard densities to represent standard measures 
we can give a more concrete example of intrinsic turbulence. We take the 
initial measure for the Foias equation (FE) in the form pLo = & and we 
represent it by a nonstandard density g(x) = (o*27c-“* exp( -x2/20*), 
where (T ~0, CJ > 0. Then we solve the density equation (DE) (see the 
Remark at the end of Section 2) obtaining a one parameter family of 
densities S( t, x), t E * [0, 1 [. These represent standard Gaussian measures 
pL, whose variances increase with t. For t #C 1 we get /Jo = 6, but as t goes 
through the monad of 1, ,uL, runs through all normal distributions with zero 
mean. 
4. EXTENSION BEYOND THE ONSET OF TURBULENCE 
In this section we consider the original equation (E) to be defined for all 
times t > 0 (and having the same singularity at t = l), and we show how 
the statistical solutions that display intrinsic turbulence can be continued 
for all time. The idea is that once turbulence has begun, if there is to be no 
“explosion” then at some infinitesimal time before the explosion point t = 1 
a stabilising effect must take over. Our richer time line allows us to model 
this, because we can have a detailed analysis of what happens “inside” the 
time point t = 1. 
In detail, we suppose that the equation is, as before 
(El 
but now with t E [0, cc [. We assume as before that a(t) > 0 and that 
b(t) = fh a(s) ds has 
(i) b(t)<cc for t< 1 
(ii) b(1) = co. 
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In addition, we assume that 
(iii) s: a(s) ds < co for t > 1. 
The solutions to (E) still “explode” at t = 1, and this is even true for the 
nonstandard equation (*E)-it explodes even in the sense of *R. In order 
to have a model in which continuation through t = 1 is possible, we modify 
the equation (*E) as follows. Suppose that there is some time t, x 1, 
t,, < 1, such that on *[to, 1 [ the driving function a is modified to have a 
stabilising effect. To be precise, assume that we have an internal function 
~7: *[0, cc [ + *R such that 
and 
a(t) = *a(t) for tE *[O, to[ u *Cl, CXJ[ 
s 
1 
a(s) ds is finite. 
10 
Note that ii(t) = u(t) for all standard t. 
A choice for 5 on *[to, 1 [ that may be natural in modeling physical 
situations is a(t) = min(a(t), (1 - to)-‘) for t, < t< 1. (Note that (1 - to)-’ 
is an infinite hyperreal.) This corresponds to the idea that the driving force 
u(t), which produces turbulence, is “infinite” but not “unboundedly 
infinite.” 
We now consider the equation 
for j: *[O, co[ + *[w. 
Putting 6(t) = j& G(t) dt and making the time change r = 6(t), we now 
have the resealed equation for rj = “J 
z= V(z), 7E *co, co[. WI 
Note that fl takes standard values, and that this equation, as before, is to 
be understood as an integral equation involving Loeb measure on the time 
axis. Notice that the solutions of (*E) and of (m) are identical to those 
of (*E) and (RE) for r d zO, where 7,, = 6(t,). We also have the modified 
resealed Foias equation. 
d 
z Iw U 
dx) dcr(x) 
> 
= jR cp’(x)x dcr(xh 7E *co, co[, (RFE) 
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where V, is a probability measure on Rae. The different resealing of time 
means that whereas (RE) and (RFE) represented behaviour on * [0, 1 [, the 
new equations represent behaviour of the original equation on the time 
interval *[O, co [, with the original time interval *[O, l[ represented by 
*[O, T~[, where z1 =b(l). 
It is routine to check that Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 are valid for (I@) and 
(RFE) for the time changed domain * [0, co [, so an example of intrinsic 
turbulence for this equation can be given just as in the previous section. 
Take any infinite a in *[O, cc [ and a non-Dirac probability v on lj%>‘, and 
we have a solution V to RFE with 
V,=6, for t-+a 
and 
v, = v. 
Moreover, the proof of Theorem 3.5 (for the new equation) shows that 
W4)=v(k4) h w enever ~-a is finite; in particular, if v is concen- 
trated on Iw + so is the solution V, for all such times 2, and for all 7 4 a. If 
a is chosen in gal(z,), then this applies to all times 7 = 6(t) for finite t. 
As before, the statistical solution V displaying intrinsic turbulence can be 
transformed back to a function fi: * [0, co [ -+ {Probabilities on R ‘O} by 
This has ,G, = do for t < 1, t #S 1, and pl is non-Dirac for t 2 1. It is easy to 
check that ,i& is S-continuous for t < 1, t # 1, and for finite t 2 1, and that 
the restriction of ii to standard times satisfies the Foias equation (FE) on 
the standard intervals [0, l[ and [ 1, co [ separately. The measure ,L, on the 
enriched time line satisfies the Foias equation on *[O, co [ in the sense 
described before-with the dynamics in the monad of the time t = 1 
described by changing the time scale. 
5. APPENDIX 
Here we give a method for constructing statistical solutions for differen- 
tial equations having non-unique solutions, using the familiar method of 
representing ordinary solutions by internal solutions of a nonstandard 
difference equation with infinitesimal step. These internal solutions are 
unique, and can be used to construct internal statistical solutions using 
Foias’ original heuristic, as shown below. Taking standard parts we obtain 
a family of measures that satisfy the Foias equation. 
505/98/l-3 
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First recall a result of Birkeland and Normann [3] (see also the discus- 
sion in Cl, Sect. 1.51). 
THEOREM. Suppose that If(t, y)j Q 1 for t > R, and that solutions of 
Y’ =f(G Y) 
are unique to the left. Let At be a positive infinitesimal. Then any solution 
has the form 
y(t) = “Y(k At), 
where t w k At, with k E *N, and Y is defined by the difference quation 
Y((k+ 1) At)= Y(kAt)+ *f(k At, Y(k At)) At. 
Now for any Bore1 probability measure p,, we construct a statistical 
solution by first defining a sequence of internal measures pLkdt by 
pk ArtA) = *h( { XE *R: Y(k At)EA, Y(O)=x}). (5.2) 
A standardly evolving family of measures v, is obtained by putting 
v,(A)= bkdt)L (st-‘(Ah 
where t w k At. Using properties of Y and f it is easy to show that this is 
a good definition, and that the function 
is differentiable, where cp is any test function. To show that v, satisfies the 
Foias equation (FE) it is enough to note 
= (*cp(Y((k+l)At))-*~(Y(kAt)))d~, I 
z s *cp’( Y(k At))* f(k At, Y(k At)) At dp, 
= s *(P’(X)* f(k At, x) dPkdr At. 
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This solution has vO = pO; further solutions with this initial condition can 
be obtained by replacing *cl0 in (5.2) by any internal *Bore1 probability ;Z 
with p,,( . ) = IZL(~f-l( . )). 
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